
Filtration bottle

GoZero

One bottle, two �lters,
endless possibilities
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Get started

1.  Before you go outdoors
    Clean the bottle except for the �lter cartridge with a mild detergent or in the 

    dishwasher (max 50℃). Take the �lter out of the packaging, rinse it under the 

    tap water for 10 seconds. Unscrew the lid anti-clockwise. Remove the bottom 

    cover of the �lter case, and insert the �lter cartridge. Put the cover back, then 

    set the time of the next change by turning the dial. The arrow should be pointing 

    at the install month, and the dot indicates when to replace the �lter. 

2. Filling the bottle
    Fill the bottle with visually clear water up to the Max line. Screw the lid back on 

    to the bottle. Remove the cap, pull out the mouthpiece and it's ready for use.

3. Changing the �lter cartridge
    One �lter can �lter up to 100 litres of clear water. To ensure optimal �ltration 

    and hygiene, it is recommended to replace the �lter every 4 weeks. To do this, 

    repeat step 2.
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Warning

- Always use the most clear and reliable water source possible. Strictly follow the 

   instruction and educate yourself on backcountry water safety. Improper usage

   of GoZero™ Active bottle with Adventure �lter increases your risk of exposure 

   to harmful microorganisms and getting gastrointestinal illness. GoZero™ Active 

   with Adventure �lter should only be used to �lter ambient water (5℃ to 38 ℃); 

   never use it to �lter seawater or chemically contaminated water. The quality of 

   the �ltered water is not guaranteed if the product is submitted to conditions 

   other than those encountered during its normal use.

- Consume the water in the bottle within a day.

- The Fitness �lter is compatible with the GoZero™ Active bottle. If you plan to 

   switch to the Fitness �lter after using the Adventure �lter, make sure to thoroughly 

   clean the entire bottle �rst.

- The �ltration of particles from the tap water may result in a signi�cantly lower 

   �ow rate. In such cases, we recommend to change the �lter more frequently.

- When not using your GoZero™ Active bottle for a longer period of time, the 

   bottle should be disassembled and stored completely dry. If it hasn't been 

   used for more than 2 days, rinse the �lter under the tap water for 1 minute; if it 

   hasn't been used for more than 4 days, the �lter should be replaced.

- Always store spare �lters in a cool, dry place and ensure that they are tightly 

   sealed.

- Dispose of used Adventure �lter with your general waste and the bottle according 

   to local provisions.
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Disclaimer

Stated �ltration performance and life time is conducted under standard laboratory 

conditions. For more information, please visit www.philips.com/water. 

The e�ectiveness may be limited by the environmental or hygienic conditions 

that could cause the recontamination of water after it has passed through the 

�lter. These conditions include but are not limited to:

- Failure to maintain the cleanness of the mouthpiece

- Sharing of the bottle between individuals

- Use in or exposure to extreme heat or freezing temperatures

AquaShield and its a�liated entities and related companies shall be neither liable 

for any damages arising out of or because of the use of the GoZero™ Active bottle 

with Adventure �lter for any purpose other than for which it is clearly intended, 

nor for any malfunction resulting from the failure of the user to strictly follow the 

usage and safety information in this manual. 
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Get started

1. Cleaning the bottle
    Clean the bottle except for the �lter cartridge with mild detergent by hand or 

    in the dishwasher (max 50℃).

2. Preparing and installing the �lter
     Take the �lter out of the packaging, check if the sealingring is in place. Rinse it

     under tap water for 10 seconds. Unscrew the lid anti-clockwise. Remove the 

     bottom cover of the �lter case and insert the �lter cartridge. Put the cover back, 

     and set the time of the next change by turning the dial. The arrow should be 

     pointing at the install month, and the dot indicates when to replace the �lter.

3. Filling the bottle
     Fill the bottle with tap water up to the Max line. Screw the lid back on to the 

     bottle. Remove the cap, pull out the mouthpiece and enjoy the crisp and pure 

     tasting water!

4. Changing the �lter cartridge
     One �lter can �lter up to 200 liters of tap water. To ensure optimal �ltration 

     and hygiene, it is recommended to replace the �lter every 4 weeks. To do this, 

     repeat step 2.
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Caution

- GoZero™ Active bottle may only be used with municipally treated ambient tap 

    water (5℃ to 38℃), which is safe to drink according to legal regulations.

- The Adventure �lter is compatible with the GoZero™ Active bottle. If you plan 

   to switch back to the Fitness �lter after using the Adventure �lter, make sure to 

   thoroughly clean the entire bottle �rst.

- Consume the water in the bottle within 24 hours.

- Do not �ll the bottle with water that is microbiologically unsafe or of unknown 

   quality without adequate disinfection.

- When not using your GoZero™ Active bottle for a longer period of time, the bottle 

   should be disassembled and stored completely dry. If it hasn't been used for 

   more than 2 days, rinse the �lter under tap water for 1 minute; if it hasn't been 

   used for more than 7 days, the �lter should be replaced.

- Always store spare �lters in a cool, dry place and ensure

   that they are tightly sealed.
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Guarantee & Service

If you need information or if you have any problems, please visit the Philips 

website at www.philips.com/water or contact the consumer care center in your 

country. If there is no consumer care center in your country, go to the local dealer. 
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